Public Art

Compiled and photographed by
Charles Bahne

Art is all around us.
This hunt includes murals, sculpture, and other works of
public art in the city of Cambridge.
Some are old; some are new.
Some are publicly-owned;
some are private.
All of them are intended to be
seen and enjoyed by the public.
Happy hunting!

Al. Tree which gives no shade to sit under
A2. Brickworker meets ballplayer

A3. Hand-made gate in a hand-made fence

A4. Detail from an old school
A5. Saintly gaze from on high

A6. Street scene with bicycle

A7. Traditional symbol of an old-fashioned business
A8. "Butter in the batter"

A9. Famous Cambridge poet

A10. Person in a concrete bollard (small post)
A11. Taking command of the Army

A12. Sculpture and wind-breaker

A13. Two lost gloves cast in bronze
A14. "Gateway to Knowledge"

A15. Tree doing a handstand

A16. Modern tree in a modern building
A17. "Tell me, sir, which way does the wind blow?"

A18. Care to sit on a rabbit?

A19. Ancient ornament
A20. Town crier of olden days

A21. Eagle comes down to earth

A22. Sculpture in a yard
A23. An African Sphinx

A24. Picasso in Cambridge

A25. "Art imitates life"
A26. Officers on the beat

A27. 19th-century senator and abolitionist

A28. Not all real windows